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climb, your heav'n-ly guid-ed soul shall climb; Of

soul, your heav'n-ly guid-ed soul shall climb; Of

all this earthly gross-ness quit, With glo-ry crown'd,
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all this earthly gross-ness quit, With glo-
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for ev-er sit, and
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and triumph over Death, and thee, O Time!
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for ever for ever sit
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and tri-umph o- ver Death, and
triumph over Death, and
O Time, and
triumph over
O Time, and
Death, over Death, and
and thee, O Time, and
Death, over Death, and
and thee, O Time, and
ev-
er sit, and tri-
unph
O Time, thee,
and Death,
O Time,
and Death,
O Time,
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O Time,
and
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ever sit, And triumph over Death, and thee, and thee, O Time!